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Abstract

Static and dynamic light scattering fromp-conjugated poly(4BCMU) in toluene solutions were measured at 353 K (yellow phase) and
323 K (red phase) to evaluate the hydrodynamic radiusRh and the fractal dimensionD. It was suggested that poly(4BCMU) may exist not as
an isolated worm-like chain but as a weakly interacted cluster-like domain in the yellow phase. The domain was considered to be elaborated
by inter-molecular hydrogen bondings formed newly through a thermal break of intra-molecular hydrogen bondings between side chains
along a main chain. On the other hand, the increases inRh andD have revealed that poly(4BCMU) chains aggregated gradually in the red
phase, after taking a single extended rod-like conformation. The subsequent aggregation seemed to be promoted not only by lowering a
solvent quality but also by increasing the effective concentration, accompanied by the conformational transition.q 1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Polydiacetylene (PDA), (yCR–CxC–CRy)n, which is
commonly synthesized by solid-state polymerizing diacety-
lene monomer in a single crystal state [1], was studied
extensively on crystal structure [2], the electronic [3],
mechanical [4], optical [5], and conformational properties
[6] in solid states of crystals and thin films [7,8] and is of
interest in connection with long quasi-one-dimensionalp-
conjugated structure [9]. Especially, PDA was paid much
attention as one of the most promising organic non-linear
optical materials, which may indicate high third-order opti-
cal susceptibility [10–12], large optical non-linearity, and
high photoconductivity [13,14]. PDA was the subject of
several reviews and books [9,15–17].

Most of PDA are infusible and insoluble even in an exotic
solvent, because of their rotation-restricted stiff backbone
[1,18], except for some PDA such as poly(nBCMU), which
side chain is customarily known to beR � 2(CH2)nO-
CONHCH2COO(CH2)3CH3 with n� 3 and 4. These soluble
PDA’s indicate peculiar colour changes in their solutions
[19–23], which reflects essentially the colour changes in a

crystal state. For example, poly(4BCMU), poly[5,7-dodeca-
diynylenebis(N-butoxycarbonlymethylcarbonate)], in tolu-
ene solution is usually red at room temperature, and turns
yellow either by raising temperature or by adding chloro-
form as a good solvent [20,21]. The colour change proper-
ties of PDA are expected as a sensor or an indicator [24–26]
to measure temperature, pressure, radiation dosage, gas
exposure, pH and humidity.

The chromatic transition of a soluble PDA is said to be
induced primarily by a conformational transition, which is
correlated closely with the effective length ofp-conjugation
along a main chain [27]. Nevertheless, this phenomenon is
not so simple but dependent on many experimental factors:
solvent quality, temperature, pressure, concentration and
time [20]. The mechanisms of the chromatic transition
already proposed were classified mainly into two groups:
one is an intra-molecular rod-to-coil conformational transi-
tion in a single PDA chain [28–30]; the other responsible for
an inter-molecular effect, which often attends a formation of
aggregated rod-like PDA chains [31–33]. In practice, some
models concerning PDA conformation in a coiled state were
proposed: (ribbon) worm-like chain model [31,32], discrete
random-flight chain model (or platelet model with Kuhn-
chain) [31,32], andtrans-to-cis isomeric configuration
model [34]. On the other hand, two passes were postulated
for an aggregation process: the consequential inter-molecu-
lar aggregation by the already extended rod-like PDA chain
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and the subsequent extension to rod-like conformation by
the occurrence of aggregation [20]. At the present time, as
the most probable explanation, it is described by Chu et al.
that PDA chain is a worm-like coil in a good solvent, rod
aggregates formed in a poor solvent, and that PDA may
become more extended in rod aggregates [20].

In the present study, static and dynamic light scattering
(SLS and DLS) measurements for poly(4BCMU) in toluene
solutions were performed to evaluate the hydrodynamic
radius and the fractal dimension [35,36]. To clarify these
confused arguments mentioned earlier, the following
experimental items were particularly investigated with
attention: (1) the effect of conformational transition of
PDA chains on crossover concentration; (2) to realize
kinetically slow aggregation in a moderate state of poor
solvent; and (3) the influence of added surfactants.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials and preparations

The so-called 4BCMU (butoxy carbonyl methyl
urethane) diacetylene monomer, RCxC–CxCR, used in
the present study was synthesized and crystallized [27].
The functional groupR in 4BCMU has already been

represented in Section 1. The single crystals of 4BCMU
monomers were solid-state polymerized byg-ray irradiation
(60Co2 source: 100 Mrad) at room temperature. For puri-
fication the resulting poly(4BCMU) was dissolved in
chloroform (CHCl3) (ca. 0.5 g L21) at room temperature,
being said not to associate and/or aggregate in diluted
CHCl3 solution [37], reprecipitated in a large excess ofn-
hexane, and then dried in vacuo. The weight-average mole-
cular weightMw was 1.8× 106, which was determined by
means of a low-angle laser light scattering instrument
(Tosoh Corp.: LS-8). The distribution of molecular weight
Mw/Mn was relatively broad and roughly four to five, by
using GPC (Shimadzu: LC-8A Series), which had been cali-
brated with a mono-dispersed polystyrene (Tosoh Corp.,
TSK Standard Polystyrene Series).

A given amount of purified poly(4BCMU) was dissolved
completely in toluene at 353 K. The solvent used was an
analytical grade reagent and employed without further puri-
fication. Afterwards, the toluene solution was passed imme-
diately through a 0.2mm membrane filter (Advantec Toyo
Inc., 25HP020AN) to remove dust for light scattering
measurements. In some cases, two kinds of non-ionic
surfactants were added: Triton X-100, [polyoxyethlenegly-
col (10) p-t-octylphenyl ether]; OG, [n-octyl-b-d-gluco-
side]. The amount of surfactants added was about ten
times as much as monomer concentration. All operations
for preparations were carried out in a clean bench to avoid
dust in the air.

2.2. UV spectrum and light scattering measurements

The color of poly(4BCMU)-toluene solution were
measured with a UV-VIS spectrometer (Shimadzu: UV-
240) with a thermostat. The SLS and DLS (homodyne spec-
troscopy) [36] apparatus used was DLS-7000 (Otsuka
Electronics Co. Ltd.), which was equipped with He-Ne
laser source (10 mW,l � 632.8 nm) and a thermostat.

3. Results

All the experimental results obtained were summarized in
Table 1. Fig. 1 exhibits the variations of scattered light
intensity Is from poly(4BCMU)-toluene solution with ther-
mal hysteresis at scattering angleu � 908. The volume
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Table 1
Hydrodynamic radiusRh and fractal dimensionD of Poly(4BCMU)-toluene systems evaluated at 353 K (yellow phase) and 323 K (red phase)

Temperature (elapsed time) Non-surfactant Addition of surfactant

Rh/nm D Rh/nm D

353 K 1600 210(TX)a, 250(OG)b

323 K (0 h) 88 1.0 1.1(TX)a, 1.5(OG)b

323 K (12 h) 230 2.3 250(TX)a, 230(OG)b 2.7(TX)a, 2.3(OG)b

a TX indicates Triton X-100 surfactant. Refer to Section 2.
b OG denotes OG surfactant. Refer to Section 2.

Fig. 1. Variations of scattered light intensityIs from poly(4BCMU)-toluene
solution with thermal hysteresis: cooling process (dotted line), the process
maintained at 323 K (broken line), and heating process (full line). The
volume fraction of polymerf2 was 3.4× 1025 in toluene solution. The
hot toluene solution at 353 K was cooled up to 323 K, and held at this
temperature. After ca. 12 h,Is reached the steady-state, and was then heated
up to 353 K again. The cooling and heating rates were 0.3 K min21. The
scattering angleu was 908.



fraction of polymerf2 was 3.4× 1025 in toluene solution.
The toluene solution stored in a dark place at room tempera-
ture was heated once at 353 K for a given time so thatIs

could become steady-state. The hot toluene solution at 353 K
started to be cooled at the cooling rate of 0.3 K min21 up to
323 K, and was maintained at that temperature for about
half a day. Is increased slightly on the cooling process,
and became high gradually with the elapse of time at
323 K. After ca. 12 h,Is reached the steady-state. No aggre-
gation and precipitate, however, were observed macrosco-
pically with the eye, and the toluene solution was still
optically clear at that time. Afterwards, the toluene solution
was heated again at the same rate up to 353 K.Is decreased
up to the same level as the initialIs. Hereafter,t323 K denotes
the elapse of time (in an hour unit) at 323 K.

Fig. 2 shows the visible absorption spectra at 353 K and at
t323 K� 12. Thus, the spectrum measured at 323 K was the
one at the steady-state. The wavelengths at maximum
absorption peakslmax were 456 nm (yellow phase) at
353 K and 535 nm (red phase) att323 K � 12, respectively.
These two spectra were essentially similar to those
described elsewhere [28,38].

3.1. Yellow phase at 353 K

The normalized second-order intensity autocorrelation
function (ACF) of the photocurrentg(2)(t) measured in the
yellow phase is shown in Fig. 3, andt is the correlation
time. Fig. 4 indicates the dependence of decay constantG
on the scattering vectorq36. The value ofGq22 on the ordi-
nate corresponds to an apparent translational diffusion
constantDapp at a givenq36. In the present study,G was
evaluated from the Siegert relation [Eq. (1)] [35,36] by
fitting the Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts (KWW) equation
[Eq. (2)] [39,40] to the measured ACF:

g�2��t� � 1 1 bug�1��t�u2 �1�

g�1��t� � exp{ 2 �Gt�g} 0 , g # 1 �2�
where,g(1)(t) is the normalized first-order intensity ACF of
the photoelectric field,b is the factor depending on the
coherence of the detector, andg is the exponent, which is
correlated to the distribution ofG. The KWW equation [Eq.
(2)] is usually available for a broad distribution ofG, for
example, in the case of a wide distribution of molecular
weight. However, on the contrary, the exponentg was
about 0.90 in any scattering anglesu in the yellow phase,
in spite ofMw/Mn� 4–5 as described in Section 2. It follows
that the ACF measured approximately decayed single-expo-
nentially. In addition, the up-turn phenomenon ofGq22 was
observed at lowq-region. The ACF measured at the lowq-
region seems to be influenced by a stray light on the wall of
the cell [41], owing to remarkably lowIs in the yellow phase
as shown in Fig. 1. So, as represented by the broken line
drawn in Fig. 4,Dappwas averaged by neglecting the experi-
mental data at the lowq-region. The corresponding hydro-
dynamic radiusRh was calculated to be 1600 nm, in
accordance with the following Einstein–Stokes relation
[42]:

Rh � kBT=6ph0Dapp �3�
where, kB, T, andh0 are Boltzmann’s constant, the absolute
temperature, and the viscosity of the medium, respectively.

The relationship betweenf2I21
s andf2 is plotted in Fig. 5

(so-called Debye-type plot [35]). The ordinate is an arbi-
trary unit, since it was difficult experimentally to measure
accurately an increment of refractive index with concentra-
tion 2n/2c at high temperature such as 353 K. However, all
the slopes were confirmed to be negative at anyu.

As described later in Section 4, the surfactants such as
Triton X-100 and OG were added to investigate further the
dissolution situation of poly(4BCMU) in the yellow phase.
In a word, the values ofRh in the yellow phase were
compared before and after adding the surfactants. Figs. 6
and 7 represent the decay curve ofg(2)(t) in the presence of
Triton X-100, and the corresponding plots ofGq22 versus
q2. The obtained exponentg was a little low at 0.80,
compared with that in Fig. 4. The value ofRh was 210 nm
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Fig. 2. Visible absorption spectra at 353 K (yellow phase) and att323 K� 12
(red phase).t323 K denotes the elapse of time (in an hour unit) at 323 K. The
steady-state in the red phase was established att323 K� 12.

Fig. 3. Normalized second-order intensity autocorrelation function (ACF)
of the photocurrentg(2)(t) of poly(4BCMU)-toluene solution measured at
353 K (yellow phase). The full line represents the best fit by Eqs. (1) and
(2). t is the correlation time. The scattering angleu was 908.



in this case. Similarly,Rh was determined to be 250 nm,
when OG was added.

3.2. Red phase at 323 K

The decay curve ofg(2)(t) at t323 K� 12 in the red phase is
shown in Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 indicates the dependence ofGq22

on q2 at t323 K � 12, which yielded aRh of 230 nm in a
similar manner as shown earlier. The exponentg in the
KWW equation [Eq. (2)] was 0.88 in Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig. 10, the time-evolution ofIs was obtained
as a function ofq at varioust323 K, and the slopea in the log–
log plots corresponds to fractal dimensionD as the follow-
ing expression [43,44]:

Is , q2a �4�
Here, (i)D� a ata # 3 for mass fractals; (ii)D� 2dE-a

ata . 3 for surface fractals.dE is the Euclidean dimension.
The present experimental results shown in Fig. 10 relate to
case (i).

The changes ofRh, D, lmax, and absorbance atlmax,
Abs(lmax), with t323 K are displayed in Fig. 11(a), (b) and

(c), respectively. Over the period of about 12 h at 323 K,
Rh increased exponentially from 88 nm to 230 nm, and theD
values were changed from ca. 1.0 to 2.3. After more than
12 hours, not onlyIs but alsoRh andD have become almost
constant within the experimental error. On the other hand,
lmax and Abs(lmax) were reached approximately to the
steady-state within about 2 h. However, the shift oflmax

during the initial 2 h at 323 K was approximately 3 nm,
less than 3%, compared with the shifted value inlmax for
yellow-to-red colour change.

As summarized in Table 1, the value ofRh at t323 K� 12
was estimated to be 250 nm in the presence of Triton X-100
(see also Fig. 12), whereasRh was 230 nm in case of OG. It
was also found that the added surfactants affected neither
lmax and Abs(lmax) norD, and that did not prevent the entire
aggregation process in the red phase.

4. Discussion

As shown in Fig. 1, the variations ofIs with thermal
hysteresis were entirely asymmetric. In connection with
the experimental item (1) described in the last paragraph
of Section 1, two kinds of crossover concentrations for
random-coil chain and rod-like chain,f2*(coil) [45] and
f2*(rod) [46], were calculated theoretically from the value
of Mw to be 2.3× 10-3 and 1.4× 1025, respectively. Presum-
ably, it is likely that the value off2* for the worm-like chain
is intermediate betweenf2*(coil) andf2*(rod) [47].
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Fig. 4. Relationship betweenGq22 andq2 in the yellow phase.G is a decay
constant, which was determined by fitting the KWW equation [Eq. (2)] to
the measured ACF, andq is a scattering vector. The broken line represents
Gq22 averaged by neglecting the experimental data at a lowq-region.

Fig. 5. Dependence ofIsf2
21 onf2 (Debye-type plot) in the yellow phase.

Scattering anglesu were 308(X), 608(W), and 908(K).

Fig. 6. Decay curve ofg(2)(t) measured at 353 K (yellow phase) in the
presence of Triton X-100. The full line displays the best fit by Eqs. (1) and
(2). u was 908.

Fig. 7. Plots ofGq22 versusq2 in the yellow phase in the presence of Triton
X-100. The broken line is the averaged value ofGq22, which was deter-
mined in a similar manner as above (Fig. 4).



4.1. Yellow phase at 353 K

Wegner et al. have demonstrated thatRh of poly(4BCMU)
(Mw � 1:67× 106) in the CHCl3 solution was 51 nm at
room temperature (293 K) [34]. In addition, Chu et al.
reported thatRh for the same polymer withMw � 2.4 ×
106 was 84 nm in CHCl3 at room temperature [37]. These
CHCl3 solutions can be regarded as a good solvent state at
room temperature, corresponding to toluene solution at the
elevated temperature [20]. In fact, Heeger et al. estimated
from the DLS measurements thatRh of poly(4BCMU)
(Mw � 1:18× 106) dissolved in toluene was ca. 40 nm in
the yellow phase at 343 K [28].

According to the following worm-like chain model
proposed by Hearst, Stockmeyer, and Yamakawa [47–49],
Rh can be evaluated theoretically to be ca. 45 nm on the
assumptions that the contour lengthL is 1000 nm (which
corresponds toMw ù 106), the persistence lengthPL is
15 nm [34,37], the monomer lengthML is 0.5 nm, and that
the diameter of monomerd is 6 nm in the case of a poly(4-
BCMU) chain:

Rh � L�2{1:843�L=2PL�1=2 2 ln�ML =2PL�2 2:431

2 �ML =d�} �21 at L=2PL q 1 �5�
Compared with these earlier mentioned values,Rh

measured in the present work was strikingly much larger
in the yellow phase, regardless of a dilute regime:f2 ,
f2*(coil), and has scarcely been influenced by changing
f2 within a dilute region. In this connection, the second
virial coefficientsA2, corresponding to the slopes in Fig. 5,

were negative, andRh decreased remarkably by adding the
surfactants as listed in Table 1. However, it is likely that
poly(4BCMU) chains were not isolated completely in the
yellow phase, even if the surfactants were added. Moreover,
the exponentg in Eq. (2) was nearly unity, which may imply
usually mono-dispersed distribution of molecular weight
[42], although poly(4BCMU) has a broad distribution of
molecular weight as described in Section 2. These facts
suggest that a certain cluster-like weak interaction may
exist between poly(4BCMU) chains in the yellow phase.
This experimental result is a hitherto unknown, at least, in
CHCl3 solutions [20] and in toluene solutions at 353 K
below [28]. However, it is not so surprising to find the
associates to be relatively mono-disperse, as in many col-
loidal systems [50].

Recently, the associative polymers with attractive func-
tional groups were investigated in detail [51]. These poly-
mers would form the interesting and important classes of
polymeric systems: charged polymers (ionomers, polyelec-
trolytes, etc.), block copolymers in strong selective solvents,
and polymers with hydrogen bondings. For example, it was
reported that cellulose diacetate in diluteN, N-dimethylacet-
amide solutions indicated three kinds of the decay modes in
the measured ACF [52]. The last two decay modes with
longer correlation times were assigned to be a cluster of
cellulose derivatives and a structure among the clusters
associated through hydrogen bondings even in a dilute
region, which size (Rh) was of order ofmm. Such a cluster
and an associated structure were likely to be non-equili-
brium and unstable, because they could not be detected
from the measurements of sedimentation coefficients with
ultra-centrifuge methods [52].

In the present case, not only rotation-restricted stiff poly-
mer backbone but also intra-molecular hydrogen bondings
between urethane parts in side chains essentially play a
important part in the retention of a worm-like conformation
of a poly(4BCMU) chain [27,53]. The most probable reason
may be speculated; that is, when the motion of a poly(4-
BCMU) chain with worm-like conformation becomes ther-
mally more flexible at the elevated temperature like 353 K,
some intra-molecular hydrogen bondings would be broken
partially, where weak interactions may be newly caused by
generating intra-molecular hydrogen bondings [54]. Conse-
quently, poly(4BCMU) chains would make it possible to
form weakly interacted cluster-like domains. If poly(4-
BCMU) may exist as an isolated chain at 353 K, the shape
of the chain probably is still worm-like and non-spherical.
This must lead to an optical anisotropy in light scattering
measurements, obviously non-unity of the exponentg in Eq.
(2), and to strong dependence ofGq22 on q2 [34,36]. No
tendencies, however, have been observed in Fig. 4, except
for the up-turn phenomenon in the lowq-region. The inter-
molecular hydrogen bondings newly formed appear to be
cut easily by adding surfactants. Anyway, it is important
that a balance between disappearance of intra-molecular
hydrogen bondings and formation of inter-molecular ones
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Fig. 8. Decay curve ofg(2)(t) measured att323 K� 12 (red phase). The full
line represents the best fit by Eqs. (1) and (2).u was 908.

Fig. 9. Relationship betweenGq22 andq2 at t323 K � 12 in the red phase.
The broken line is the averaged value ofGq22.



should be established at an optimum elevated temperature
[28]. The broad distribution of molecular weight of poly(4-
BCMU) may be also affected by such association phenom-
enon in the yellow phase.

4.2. Red Phase at 323 K

The value ofRh was 88 nm att323 K� 0, and theD value
was roughly unity. The calculated values ofRh could be,
respectively, estimated to be 90 nm to 110 nm from the
Kirkwood–Riseman’s equation (6) [55] and the Schmidt’s
relation (7) [56] by assuming that poly(4BCMU) would be a
single thin rod-like chain:

Rh � L�2ln�L=d��21 �6�

Rh � L�2ln�L=d�2 d�21 �7�
where,d in Eq. (7) is a numerical value, being usually 1.1 to
1.5. The slight red-shift oflmax within the initial 2 h as
shown in Fig. 11(c) may reflect thatp-conjugated poly(4-
BCMU) chains which were not locally extended fully along
the backbone [57]. As a first approximation, however, the
agreement inRh between calculated and measured values
suggests that poly(4BCMU) may take the conformation like
a single rod-like chain att323 K� 0, which is also supported
from the value ofD [44]. Actually, Abs(lmax� 535 nm) has
already appeared at around 340 K (not shown). This fact
implies that the poly(4BCMU) chain begins to be locally
extended along a main chain, which may bring about the
decomposition of the domains formed in the yellow phase.

The increases inRh and D shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b)
indicate evidently an aggregation process between rod-like

poly(4BCMU) chains. The number of aggregation (NA)
estimated from the increment ofRh was about 16 at
t323 K � 12, which value was consistent approximately
with those already reported by Chu (NA � 14) [58] or by
Wegner (NA� 30) [34,37] in the same system (but at room
temperature). Of course, it should be kept in mind thatNA is
variable and delicately dependent on thermal hysteresis,
solvent quality, etc. In addition, the saturated value ofD
has remained less than three, which describes that the
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Fig. 10. Time (t323 K)-evolution ofIs as a function ofq in the red phase. The
symbols represent in ordert323 K � 0 (the bottom) tot323 K � 13 (the top)
every 2 h.

Fig. 11. (a) Variations of hydrodynamic radiusRh with t323 K in the red
phase. The values ofRh were determined by using Eq. (3); (b) Changes of
fractal dimensionD with t323 K in the red phase. TheD values were esti-
mated from the following relation (see the text):Is , q-a as plotted in Fig.
10; and (c) Dependence oflmax and Abs(lmax) in visible absorption spectra
with t323 K in the red phase:lmax, the wavelength at the maximum absorption
peak; Abs(lmax), the absorbance atlmax.



whole structure of aggregated poly(4BCMU) essentially
referred to mass fractals [43,44]. In general, an increase
in D is equivalent to the compactness becoming dense in
mass fractal structure [43,59]. In Fig. 11(a),Rh nearly
increased exponentially untilt323 K � 12, rather than
power-law kinetics [38]. There are theoretically two limited
aggregation kinetics [43]. One is the fast aggregation as
predicted by the diffusion-limited cluster aggregation
(DLCA) model, in whichD is usually 1.75 to 1.8, and the
other the slow aggregation represented by the reaction-
limited cluster aggregation (RLCA) model withD � 2.1.
Aggregated structures grow up with time according to
power-law relation in the former case, while the exponential

kinetics is generally observed in the latter case as shown in
Fig. 11(a) [60].

The aggregation would be anticipated to be promoted not
only by a lowering of the solvent quality with decreasing
temperature but also by an enlargement of the effective
concentration, that is to say, the ratio off2/f2*(rod) was
more than one hundred times higher than thef2/f2*(coil) in
calculation. In other words, poly(4BCMU)-toluene solution
in the red phase was obviously near at the crossover concen-
tration, where polymer chains are in contact with each other
in a transient network structure [45]. Although the surfac-
tants added have not affected the aggregation process in the
red phase, it is well-known that trifluoroacetic acid or
phenol can decompose an aggregated gel-like structure in
concentrated poly(4BCMU) solution [61].

Consider further the problem for rod-like poly(4BCMU)
aggregated in the red phase. Thus far, most studies on chro-
matic transition for soluble PDA solutions were performed
in mixed solvents, consist of toluene and CHCl3, at room
temperature in any hypotheses of an intra-molecular and an
inter-molecular effect [28–34,37,38,57,58]. Here, our atten-
tion should be focused on temperature and concentration.
Poly(4BCMU) may aggregate easily in a poor solvent such
as toluene at room temperature. It took more than a few days
to be reached to the steady-state under certain circumstances
[20]. The ranges off2 in the previous investigations
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Fig. 12. Plots ofGq22 versusq2 at t323 K� 12 in the presence of Triton X-
100. The broken line is the averaged value ofGq22.

Fig. 13. Proposed scheme of chromatic transition and the subsequent aggregation for poly(4BCMU) in toluene solution. In (a) and (a)0, the full and dotted lines
represent polymer backbones and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds between urethane parts in side chains, respectively. The closed circles in (a)0 illustrate the
added surfactant. In (a), the intra-molecular hydrogen bondings are thermally broken partially, where inter-molecular hydrogen bondings are formed newly; (b)
displays a single rod-like poly(4BCMU); and (c) is an aggregated state.



remained to be 1025 to 1026, which is just in the vicinity of
f2*(rod). Actually, f2 was also of the order of 1025 in the
present work. In general, a crossover concentration is not so
critical and has a certain width, being influenced mainly by a
distribution of molecular weight, shape of polymer chain,
solvent quality and temperature [45]. To experimentally
prevent an aggregation, one has to control carefully the
conformation of poly(4BCMU) chain with high precision
at room temperature, and need evaluateRh in an extremely
diluted solution [20].

Heeger et al. have demonstrated that poly(4BCMU)
(Mw ù 106) chains may dissolve stably as an ‘isolated’
rod-like chain in toluene solution even at room temperature
[28], irrespective off2 , 1025, and have proposed the intra-
molecular rod-to-coil conformational transition of poly(4-
BCMU) as described in Section 1. According to Heeger’s
suggestion, it was very important and difficult to obtain a
‘good’ sample solution prepared by filtering and handling
carefully to avoid an aggregation [28]. Otherwise, the
problem will appear to arise from a tendency toward aggre-
gation. However, no more than detailed experimental proce-
dures were described unfortunately for the purpose of
preparing a ‘good’ sample solution [28].

Anyway, to understand well chromatic transition and the
subsequent aggregation in the red phase, it would be empha-
sized in the present work that the temperature such as 323 K
in the red phase was chosen as a moderate state of poor
solvent in such a way that the time-resolved data could be
obtained, instead of investigating in an extremely dilute
solution [20].

5. Conclusions

Fig. 13 indicates the proposed scheme of chromatic tran-
sition and the subsequent aggregation for poly(4BCMU)-
toluene system. In the yellow phase at 353 K, poly(4-
BCMU) may make a weak interaction through inter-
molecular hydrogen bondings formed newly at the break
points of intra-molecular hydrogen bondings between
urethane parts in side chains, resulting from thermal motion
along a main chain with worm-like conformation. As a
result, the weakly interacted cluster-like domains were
produced consequently in the yellow phase, which would
result in a largeRh. This interpretation could be supported
mainly from the following experimental facts: negativeA2,
the effects of added surfactants, and approximately the unity
of the exponentg in Eq. (2).

On the other hand, by choosing the temperature of 323 K
as a moderate state of poor solvent in the red phase, it has
become first apparent from the variations ofRh andD with
time that poly(4BCMU) might take initially a single rod-
like conformation, and then the subsequent aggregation has
proceeded gradually. Probably, this seems to be one of the
possible answers for ‘the chicken or the egg argument’,
which was stated by Chu [20]. No surfactants used have

affected the aggregation process. There are, however, still
uncertainties in the influence of charged poly(4BCMU)
chains, owing tog-irradiation in the synthesis and longp-
conjugation [20,62–64], to aggregation phenomena.
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